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What Are You Trying To Say?
Blog Your Bliss
You’ve got a blog and you love it. Or maybe you’re in the
process of starting one now.
If you’re like most, you probably went into blogging with a
seemingly endless list of topics in mind. But time can have a
way of sapping creativity, and somewhere along the way, it
happened: Writer’s Block.
One of the most challenging things both new and established
bloggers face is trying to come up with great content on a
regular basis.
You’ve tried it all. You scoured the web for inspiration. You
took a walk. You ate a donut. And you stepped away from the
computer for a bit, but still… nothing.
On the pages to follow you’ll find some fresh, new topic ideas
to reinvigorate your drive and get you back on the right track.
52 of them to be exact. One for every week of the year. Use
one or use them all. They’re yours for the taking.

“The social media
web is a very noisy
one indeed and
making sure that you
are heard requires
you to shout more
effectively, rather
than louder.”

-David Amerland

Your Content Should:

• Be valuable

• Be thoughtful

• Be insightful

• Be industry relevant

• Be actionable

• Be timely

• Be truthful

• Have your own spin on it

• Contain resources where
necessary

• Work to position you as an
industry expert

• Speak to your right people

• Leave them wanting to hear
from you more often

• Inspire action

“Don’t focus on
having a great blog.
Focus on producing
a blog that’s great
for your readers.”

-Brian Clark

52 Weeks of Ideas
1. Introduce yourself and let others know what you offer in the way of products, services, and solutions.
Think of it as a personified features and benefits list. Then, invite them to leave a comment sharing a bit
about themselves and what they do.
2. Discuss a void in the marketplace that you discovered and what you did to fill it.
3. Run a 2-4 week series, sending the subsequent, follow-up posts at pre-defined, future intervals.
4. Discuss different, out-of-the-box ways someone could succeed in your industry.
5. Share your favorite resources. This is a great one if you’re an affiliate for a company, as you may even be
able to earn a few bucks if they purchase from them.
6. Offer a free 15-30 minute consultation for the first ___# of people who leave a comment.
7. Share a unique methodology that works for you.
8. Share a webinar or podcast. (Stuck? We like WebinarAlly program from Nathalie Lussier)
9. Talk about a current struggle you’re having and ask for advice. Engaging posts are always fan favorites.
10. Do a blog hop.
11. Interview someone well-known in your industry.
12. Compile and a list of your favorite quotes. (Example)
13. Share your can’t-live-without apps.
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14. Tell a story about something that has a profound effect on you whether recent or in the past.
15. Feature a client or a reader success story.
16. Create an affiliate program and invite your readers to join. You can preface the invitation to what
affiliate marketing is and how they’ll benefit by joining yours. (Earn 40% just for sending people my way!
etc.) Check out ours, here.
17. Write and share a manifesto. This post shares some inspiring examples.
18. Add a new page or feature to your site and invite people to stop by to check it out.
19. A list of your favorite industry-specific books. (Example)
20. Host a giveaway.
21. Talk about your most successful launch and why it worked.
22. Do a survey. People love to share their opinions, and you’ll get great information as to what they want
or expect from you. Everyone wins.
23. List the pros & cons of a particular industry methodology or mindset.
24. Talk a bit about the one thing that you can’t live without. (A product, service, marketing tip, software,
etc.)
25. Share you biggest hurdle and how you got around it.
26. Share a Pinnable image with an inspiring quote. You don’t have to be a designer to make a great
graphic anymore. Canva has free pre-sized templates to fit specific social media venues.
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27. Offer a free download or other resource.
28. A day in the life. Walk them through what a typical day looks like for you. Maybe include your schedule
and how you manage it all.
29. Refresh an old favorite post and re-release the updated version with a bit of new information.
30. Offer up your favorite productivity tips. Include resources if you’ve got them.
31. DIY or How-To posts are winners every time.
32. ‘Top 10’ lists (lists of any kind, really) are always a hit because they share a lot of information in one
convenient post.
33. Sell and promote something! Your list is designed to inform, but you’ve also got to be profitable to
succeed. Making money is more than ok. It’s essential to a thriving business.
34. Compare and contrast some industry tools with a Pros & Cons list. These are popular with people
looking to make a decision on a product or service.
35. Choose an unusual word that speaks to you (and your industry) and share your take on it.
36. Explain some industry terminology and jargon and what it means to you.
37. Do a seasonal ‘favorites’ or review list.
38. Post a scenario designed to inspire a conversation or a friendly debate.
39. Seasonal thoughts, recipes, traditions. You may even share some personal photos of a walk around your
neighborhood.
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40. Write a post about something you regret doing and why.
41. Create and share an infographic using PicMonkey.
42. Offer subscribers a ‘first crack’ at a new offering and/or a discount code for a limited time.
43. Discuss something slightly controversial. Be careful not to ostracize or offend your readers, but feel
free to share your viewpoint and rationale. You never know who may be feeling the same way. And your
right people will ‘get it’.
44. Discuss your ‘why’ and what drove you to get started. Inspire others to seek their driving force and
share in the comments.
45. Share a link to your favorite TED talk and discuss what important takeaways you got from it.
46. Ask an industry leader to guest post for you. You’ll both benefit from the co-sharing of the post within
your respective circles.
47. Talk about a ‘mistake’ you made, how you fixed it, and what you learned from it.
48. Share your top three goals for the month, quarter, or year.
49. Talk about an exceptional customer service experience you personally had recently.
50. Discuss a current event or happening that’s hot and happening right now in your marketplace/industry.
51. Share a list your favorite blog posts reads from the past week.
52. Tell a ‘secret’. Let them in on an insider scoop. People love to be ‘in the know’.

Better Blogging
Six of our finest tips
• Deliver value, always.
• Build an email list.
• Create social media accounts to
expand the reach of your posts.
• Use social proof when applicable.
• Target your audience, then engage
them.
• Edit, edit, edit, then edit some more.

Need more?
This post outlines a list of nine
blogging blunders you may be making,
and how to fix them.

You’ve got your content, now you
just need someone to read it.

If your readership needs a boost, try these 6
proven traffic-building tactics:
Encourage sharing placing social media buttons beneath
your posts.
• Post your own content on social media with enticing
headlines and teasers.

“A blog is only
as interesting as
the interest
shown in
others.”
-Lee Odden

• Improve SEO. [Wordpress users, try Yoast plugins.]
• Invite an influencer to guest post for you.
• Do a link exchange with other bloggers to co-refer
traffic.
• Join online groups and forums where your niche hangs
out.
• Tweet content from an industry expert and reference
them with a shoutout. [Ex. @TheMogulMom] They’ll get a
notification that they were mentioned and just may tweet
you a public response. This not only helps you to get in
front of their audience, it subconsciously aligns you with
their brand.

Thanks so much for reading!
We hope this guide is helpful to you along
your path to prosperity.
Check out our other resources, here.
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Spread The Word
Think your friends, colleagues, and right people might benefit from
this guide? We’ve made it easy for you to share it with them.
Below you’ll find some sample Twitter prompts to share. You can use them ‘as is’ or put your
own spin on them. You can mention us at @themogulmom and reference hashtag #52foryou.

52 Powerful Blog Prompts all in one amazing FREE resource. Thanks, @TheMogulMom! Grab it at
writeaway.themogulmom.com #52foryou @themogulmom
An entire year of blog posts, FREE? It’s true. Grab yours at writeaway.themogulmom.com #52foryou
@themogulmom
No ideas? No problem. @TheMogulMom is sharing 52 weeks of blog post ideas. Grab your free copy
at writeaway.themogulmom.com #52foryou
Writer’s Block? @TheMogulMom to the rescue with 52 weeks of post ideas. Grab this freebie at
writeaway.themogulmom.com #52foryou
Thanks to @TheMogulMom I have 52 weeks of blog posts ready to go. Check out their free resource
at writeaway.themogulmom.com #52foryou

Thank you again for signing up. We look forward to helping you level up your business!

Need Support?
We’ve got it, in spades.

Join The Power MOB!
We’re a FREE, private Facebook
community packed with likeminded female entrepreneurs and
small business owners... just like
you.

We come together to:
• Collaborate

• Inspire

• Network

• Encourage

• Share

• Empower

• Educate

CLICK HERE to join us.
We’d love to have you!
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